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When you study the enemy, you will see there is something extremely wrong with them.
In all their writings, they call the Truth pointless or even evil, and banish it.
They literally do not give a fuck about any Truth. So far the jews are concerned, you
don't even exist right now and you never did as if they win, they will erase you from
history anyway. Part of this is why all the 'history' and 'knowledge' of the world is
becoming digital. In the future, if they win, they will simply erase the so called
'inheritance' of humanity, or lock you out of it as when you lock an Ipad out from the
App-Store. They also make some 'spiritual' reasons about the things they believe, to
justify their reptilian psychopathy.
The jews were the first race to write a completely fictitious story and impose this on the
planet as 'truth'. The jews also in their writings state that one must never rise above the
level of the throat chakra, because they will 'die' and since it's pointless. This is because
on the 6th and 7th chakra, the Truth is understood. SATANAMA is responsible for the
rising of the understanding to this.
The jew is also the only race who will keep lying to you even after you have found out.
They literally do this as a computer program does, and the jew also does seem to in it's
entirety as a species, lack a sense of 'truth' completely. This is more than a Gentile who is
pathologically lying, this is a DISABILITY to understand any truth.
If they did, they would never be doing the things we do, and their creators made sure they
don't have this ability at all. They simply do not possess this sense. The jews look to you
straight in the eyes and lie to you all the time, blatantly, and if you find out, they want to
execute you or blame you for it. Because you're inferior for doing this to them. Many
people call this behavior sociopathy or pathological lying, but it's just jewishness.
The prior-said conditions aren't that serious, and even the worse pathological liars do
know what is true and what isn't. The jews genuinely believe in their own lies as they
know they are lies and they believe them anyway. Because they are only interested in the
power put into the lie and the effect this has. The whole jewish world is build upon this.
Two shirts cost exactly the same to make, one costs 1000$, the other costs 10$. The only
thing that is different is a generated idea behind the shirts. This is only one example. The
same goes for Jesus who is a cheap hooker imposter, but due to the mass belief put into
the lie, he costs 10 bucks instead of 5 bucks.
Truth makes an entity understand the highest wisdom that is beyond who created that
entity and so forth. The enemy who created the jews didn't want them rebelling or

possessing that sense. The jews admit the Torah is a lie, and a generated "POTENTIAL
UNIVERSE" that "MAY OR MAY NOT MANIFEST", but they believe on it anyway.
The jewish school of thought of Frankfurt and Marxism was always about how there is
no Truth, never was, and that nothing really matters. So far the jews are concerned, you
don't exist either: You're a temporary Goyim that exists and will be eradicated, as an
animal without a memory that never existed. According to the jews if a person gets
amnesia, they never existed or had any actual existence.
We can translate this into how they mention Satan and the Gods (Satan means Truth
basically) is their enemy, whom they fight, but at the same time they lie that he doesn't
exist, is irrelevant or whatever else. The jews translate their WISHES for reality, as
"REALITY" and they fake it until they make it. This is why the whole system is built on
the "FAKE IT TILL YOU MAKE IT" pseudo-success, where pretense is the only
important thing, and never facts.
Effectively all lies collapse under their own weight, crushing them, and then they blame
the victims for it.
Jews must be seen as a reptilian entity with a very specific purpose. To dominate the
planet and deliver it to their masters by any means necessary. They don't care, nor they
can care. They can pretend, as Marcus Eli Ravage said, to take on the 'culture' of their
enemies, they can even cry like machinery, but on the inside, they don't feel the slightest
thing or even give a damn.
The greatest thing you can do is unmask them so they can insist, and this is where you
will have your own 'idea about what they were' collapse in front of reality. This
misunderstanding is major, is caused by lack of spiritual understanding, and is the reason
Jews are still around and not isolated in Madagascar or worse.
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